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We love our little entertainment Company with a passion. We provide 
bespoke entertainment for your wedding day. Booking the DJ for your 
wedding can be a bit of a challenge. Let us take all the hassle out of a 
really important aspect of your big day. We believe our flexibility and 
talent for creating memorable nights are what we’re loved for. There are 
no musical tastes we cannot cater for. Vibe pride ourselves on being 
different to the usual cheesy style of wedding DJ’s. 

We provide music that fits the tastes of you and your guests. Having fun 
with you and your guests is an essential part of your night. Vibe add all 
the personal touches to your wedding and we are in contact with you 
as much or as little as you need. We are always on hand to add advice 
and help with lighting, bespoke graphics and of course music. Getting 
to know your music tastes is so important as well as finding out what 
you don’t like ! 

Congratulations to you and your partner on your 
engagement and forthcoming wedding. Now, the 

time has come for you to begin planning the biggest 
and best day of your life. We pride ourselves on our sleek modern look 
and passion for what we do. Our aim is to make sure that you get the 
wedding reception you always dreamt of.

DJ’s

M Field

It’s that connection we make with the people who have 
entrusted us to make their event amazing...but for me it’s 
more than that. I love what I do and people allow me to be 
a big part of their celebration, to share in the emotion and 
have fun. Who wouldn’t want to do that every time they go 
to work.

“

”

We love our entertainment company 
with a passion like no other.  

Vibe has a fantastic team of 
professionals dedicated to 

giving you the best 
entertainment package for 

your event. 
You may have noticed we have 

been around a while and we are 
loved, trusted and recommended by 

some of the UK leading companies. We treat every event as a one off 
unique occasion. We are experienced enough to offer you great 
advice and services which seamlessly compliment each other from 
DJ’s to dance floors with everything else in between to give your event 
the WoW factor.

With our new sleek modern look Vibe is the UK’s leading  
entertainment company. With the owner & founder Mark Field 
driving forward new ideas & technology while raising the standards for 
others to follow. It’s a one stop shop, bespoke service that offers you 
as much or as little as your event requires. 

When asked what is the thing that you love about what you do
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We also have an option to print off the pictures and give your guests a 

printed copy and you get a guest book album with a copy of the print 

in it and your guests messages. You get a choice of sizes options 6x4 or  

bigger 6x8. We will also give you a full copy of the images on a memory 

stick. *there is an extra charge for printing.

THE PHOTO STUDIO
We have an amazing Photo studio that comes FREE 

with our Video DJ* option. We bring all the props, the fun and excitement. 

That means your guests can have some nice family pictures or some fun 

pictures with the wedding party. Most photo booths are small allowing 

only 2/3 people at a time and cost between £300 & £600 and the  

pictures are generally poor quality or out of focus and very small prints.

Let Vibe give you a brand 

new option of an open photo 

studio. Everybody can see 

and get involved in the fun. 

Big group pictures are so 

cool and all the pictures are 

displayed on our fantastic big 

TV’s screens.

VIDEO DJ

We also add custom bespoke graphics for you on the TV’s. 

These can also be projected on the walls and dance floor.

We then take pictures to 

add to the slideshow to 

give you a simply stunning 

effect that everybody will 

be talking about long after 

your wedding.

You of course get a copy 

of all the pictures on a 

memory stick to keep and 

share. 

This is just so cool we provide on top of our DJ service a great way to see 

your pictures of the big day. We take your pictures from family and 

friends cameras of your wedding and display them on big HD TV’s  

for all your guests to see.



We provide a versatile 
selection of dance floors to 
bring any event to life. Dance 
floors are what bring people 
together and nothing draws a 
crowd like an illuminated  
LED Dance floor. They’re the 
perfect centrepiece for your 
event. The most popular floor 
at the moment is our LED 
starlit floor which we offer in 

white LED and white RGB. The RGB dance floor can change colour and 

add an extra dimension to your colour scheme and believe us, they look 

amazing. Our LED dance floors are available in a multitude of sizes 

ranging from 10ft x 10ft  to 16ft x 16ft.  We can supply bigger floors  

if needed. 

Hiring a dance floor is becoming more and more popular as many  

people want something fresh, modern and a bit different to make their 

event stand out.  Ideally you want your guests to spend most of their 

time here, so why not encourage them to take a step in the right  

direction and choose from our selection of dance floors.

DANCE FLOOR

Create a spectacular explosion of colour at your Wedding with a  

confetti cannon and give your guests an experience they’ll never forget! 

During the first dance or later in the evening as a finale this effect is 

amazing and truly breathtaking. We offer a choice of colours to match 

your colour palate. 

Believe us when we say your guests will take home a fantastic 

memory (and some confetti) of this stunning effect. The confetti 

cannon or cannons will shoot confetti at your chosen moment for an  

unforgettable experience that everyone will love. 

This is an amazing effect that will give your first dance the impact it 

deserves. It can also be used at the moment of cutting the cake or for  

a dramatic entrance to your wedding reception.

CONFETTI CANNONS



They provide the most amazing 
visual prop for your wedding. Vibe  
Love Letters are different from all the 
ones you have seen. They use LEDs, 
which mean they are cool to touch.  
Vibe Love Letters are 4ft high and can 
change colour.

You can have them set to any colour 
you want to match the colour palette of 
your wedding. 

White is always beautiful but you may 
want to change the scene a bit later  
when the celebrations really begin. 

They can be set up on the day and are a 
fantastic photo opportunity for you and 
your guests.

LOVE LETTERS

 The clouds stay low on the ground and do not rise much above 
your knee. Dancing on the clouds uses dry ice and dissipates in a matter 
of seconds. There are some venues in that will not allow this beautiful 
effect as they do not understand and think its a smoke machine! It 
definitely is not a smoke machine! but before you go booking this 
with us it is probably best to confirm this will be ok with your chosen  
wedding venue.
The pictures speak for themselves! You cannot argue that dancing in 
the clouds is a truly magical and beautiful effect, This is a must have  
for your wedding.

DANCING ON CLOUDS

Q. Will this stunning smoke effect set off fire alarms?

A.

Make your wedding truly  
magical! Something your guests 
won’t stop talking about, with 
our dancing in the clouds 
service, giving that fairy tale 
setting as you have your very 
special first dance.  You will see 
how the dry ice cloud hugs the 
floor allowing you to dance in 
the clouds. The dry ice pellets 
that we use are made from 
food grade CO2 liquid which is
non-toxic and residue free. 
The low lying fog effect lasts 
for the duration of the first 
dance with a thick pillow of pure white cloud right at your feet.
Dry ice does not just for have to be for the first dance, our wedding  
DJ can also use it at other times during your wedding day like  
walking up the aisle. It will look truly magical in the photos and video 
that you will look at many times and cherish for a lifetime.



We can not recommend Vibe enough! Mark is absolutely 
amazing...the best DJ I’ve ever seen. The dance floor was never 
empty. He read the audience and played to what we love. Was 

worth the additional extras. Helen goes above and beyond, capturing those 
missed moments while adding a funny touch to the photo studio. You made 
our wedding night the best and most memorable night of our lives. Vibe will 
make your wedding day the best you can dream of.

Liam & Joanne 

Vibe entertainment 
have been first class, from 
first communication to the 

wedding day itself, Mark and the 
team made our day absolutely 
outstanding. We could not give 
Mark and Jemma anymore 
praise. We would definitely 
recommend to anyone and I 
would say they are the best in 
there field. Brilliant day. 

Chris & Tash

Hey! I just wanted to say    
  thank you so much for 
making our evening perfect. 

We’ve had so many comments on 
how amazing the music and photos 
were. You’re truly incredible. You 
put us at ease and just made the 
night memorable!! Thank you! 
Literally every guest commented 
on it being the best wedding 
they’ve been to! Mark and yourself, 
bloody amazing. 

Collette Taylor

We believe a wedding or 
event is not complete without 
some special effects. It is 
becoming an essential part of 
the day. That one mind blowing 
moment when everything 
comes together. A room full 
of confetti, some dancing 
on clouds and now our new 
Spark FX fountains. They are 
a fantastic effect and great for 
first dances, a grand entrance 
or the perfect photo-shoot.
  
They are NOT fireworks and 
can be safely used indoors & 
do not get hot! Our Spark FX 
produces cold sparks meaning 
you have no danger of burns or 
fire damage.  It’s a new effect 
and we hope you love it as 
much as we do.

SPARK FX

   I just wanted to say a massive thank you for doing my 
wedding. Never did I expect you to transform the room into 

something so magical to give me and my guests the ultimate 
wedding party! It was more than I expected and all the little touches 
were so appreciated, from having the photos printed and put into a 
book to take away on the night (and a digital copy on a the USB stick), to 
the most amazing confetti cannons ever!! I can not explain how happy 
I am with your what your did for us. I’ve had so many comments about 
the DJ and how beautiful the room looked and how fun the photo  
booth was!

Thank you for everything. I’d never go to anybody else.

Natalie & John
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